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We are committed to environmental stewardship. Our commitment is exemplified in green culture 
of the firm and through our practice of sustainable design. As a member of the U.S. Green 
Building Council, SBLM focuses on sustainable practices that help reduce negative impacts on the 
environment, and improve human health, well-being and productivity. Our sustainability team helps 
ensure this focus is carried out in the operations of the firm and in the design of every project. 

Our portfolio of environmentally responsible work spans over the last decade. In 2002, the firm began 
to partner with its clients to discuss ways to design better performing buildings. These designs not 
only created buildings that were sensitive to the environment, but also reduced operating costs, 
improved end-user performance and comfort, and contributed to our client’s marketability. In 2006, 
SBLM teamed with the U.S. Green Building Council to help develop the LEED for Retail rating system 
and the Volume Certification program. In 2012, SBLM was again invited to partner with the USGBC, 
to lead in the creation of a new program geared towards the facilitation of LEED administration. 

We have been serving as LEED Administrator for one of the nation’s top retailers. In this role, we act 
as a liaison between the client, project team and USGBC throughout the design and construction 
phases of a project. Our LEED Administration and consulting services include: setting sustainability 
goals, reviewing drawings and specifications, researching, collecting and preparing documentation, 
and coordinating the complete LEED registration and certification process until certification is 
ultimately awarded.  

Today, SBLM has a well-established sustainability program, as indicated by the high number of 
the firm’s LEED Accredited Professionals, LEED Certified projects and ongoing environmental 
outreach. As architects, we understand the need to exercise leadership in our role in creating the 
built environment. We are pursuing the goal of greenhouse gas reduction and energy efficiency in 
buildings by adopting the AIA 2030 Commitment, a commitment to reduce energy consumption in 
the built environment by the year 2030.

SBLM believes that sustainability is an approach to everyday life. As a business model, we 
understand that it is also a prerequisite for good design. We have focused on greening our operations 
firm-wide, across all of our regional offices, by undertaking immediate actions while our long-term 
sustainability plan is in development.
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Energy Use
We ensure that we are responsible with the energy we consume. In addition to using fluorescent 
lighting throughout the offices, lighting in all common support areas, such as restrooms, conference 
rooms, supply closets, etc are on occupancy sensors. Task lighting is also provided at employee 
workstations for individual control.

With the use of technology so great in our industry, we understand the strain that computers 
can place on energy consumption. We have replaced all CRT monitors with LCD monitors, while 
enforcing smart computer practices, such as default sleep modes for inactive monitors and 
mandatory computer shut-down at the close of each day.

Going forward, we anticipate researching green power purchasing options to offset our current 
energy use while helping to support renewable energy sources, like wind and solar.

Waste Reduction
The considerable consumption of paper is an unfortunate consequence of the architecture and 
design industry. As architects, while we cannot eliminate the use of paper, we can certainly reduce 
our consumption. By using electronic documents and forms, enforcing smart printing practices, such 
as default double-sided printing and printing drafts on discarded paper, and instituting recycling 
policies firm-wide, we have significantly reduced our paper consumption.

We have also implemented firm-wide recycling of all beverage containers and packaging. Desk-side 
bins are used for commingled recycling which are collected and sorted at the end of each day.  
Larger recycling containers are located in the lounge areas where glass, plastic and aluminum is 
recycled and stored for collection on a regular basis. Corrugated cardboard is bundled and stored in 
our service areas for daily collection.
 
Alternate Office Procedures
We understand the fact that we are living in a continuously evolving world of technology, mobility, 
and social media. In this fashion, our offices are equipped with webcams at most workstations and 
video conferencing in all conference rooms in order to encourage virtual meetings. From a marketing 
perspective, we have changed the way we communicate to our existing and prospective clients 
by engaging in the use LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook. These actions have reduced our carbon 
footprint by eliminating unnecessary travel and reducing paper communication.

Going forward, we anticipate researching the concepts of alternative transportation, such as fuel 
efficient rental cars and carbon offsets for firm travel.



Staff Education & Training
In 2010, SBLM created an internal sustainability team - a small group of emerging green 
professionals motivated to promote sustainability awareness in the office. The role of the group is to 
act as a resource-based committee and a liaison between the staff and the firm ownership.  
The group meets on a regular basis to help bring the firm to its greatest environmental potential, as 
well as casually discuss what’s trending in sustainable design. Among the initiatives and resources 
created by the sustainability team is:

 x Recycling – desk-side and common area recycling of all paper, plastic, metal, glass  
   and cardboard

 x Lunch & Learn sessions focused on sustainability topics, such as green materials and   
   sustainable design strategies

 x Green material library, accessed via our physical library and on our intranet

 x Green code awareness, such as local laws in NYC and model green international codes

 x Green building rating system awareness, such as LEED, Green Globes, CHPS and Energy Star

 x Templates and reference material for project team use, such as material tracking spreadsheets, 
   sustainable design guides, etc.

 x Study materials for preparation of the LEED AP exam

 x Incentives for employees who earn LEED accreditation

 x Assistance with LEED credential maintenance

 x Commitment to the AIA 2030 Challenge 

Our sustainability team is proud of the humble steps we have taken since our inception, but by no 
means is satisfied with the status quo. We are committed to ongoing staff education and training, in 
an effort to raise the floor – establishing SBLM as one of the emerging leaders in sustainable design. 
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As architect’s, through design, we are responsible for the long-term well-being of people and 
the environment. At SBLM, there is no “house style”. We engage our client’s vision fully with a 
responsive, sustainable design solution that fits the context and program.  

SBLM has designed a broad range of project types, including education, retail and corporate offices, 
for various high profile clients which incorporate specific green building strategies. Additionally, SBLM 
has extensive experience with NYC’s Green Schools Guide, which unites the standards of LEED and 
CHPS. 

We have carried out our sustainable design principles in the design of our new head office in 
Manhattan. The design promotes daylight and views for all by maximizing open workstation areas 
at the perimeter with no line of sight obstructions to the outside. Local controls are provided for the 
HVAC systems, including air conditioning and steam heat. In addition, much of the materials used in 
the construction of the office are reused or are of high recycled content. Construction and demolition 
debris was kept to a minimum and what could not be reused, was recycled.
 
The use of natural daylight coupled with high efficiency lighting, sensors and controls throughout 
provides for a work environment that is comfortable and efficient.  
 
We commit to incorporate the following standards and strategies into our design process:

 x All projects will incorporate a sustainable design charrette during kickoffs

 x All projects will meet prerequisites for LEED, regardless of certification

 x All materials specified will be researched and selected for their environmental impact

 x All project teams will include a LEED AP

 x All project teams will engage consulting engineers who share our environmental values



SBLM will promote sustainability in the long–term interest of the firm. Goals to be researched, 
evaluated and reported going forward, include:

 x Ongoing development of marketing materials that highlight the sustainability aspects of the firm

 x Ongoing support for staff to attend conferences and education programs focusing  
   on sustainability

 x Use life-cycle cost analysis and consider the life cycle effects of materials and systems used 
   in projects

 x Create feedback procedures to gather information about building performance that includes  
   measures such as metrics, sensors, controls and post-occupancy evaluations

 x Document projects in case study format with consistent criteria to help measure  
   performance and progress  
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PS 133K
Brooklyn, NY

Whole Foods Market
Multiple Locations

Kohl’s Design Studio
New York, NY

Brooklyn Navy Yard 
Brooklyn NY, NY

SBLM’s commitment to sustainability is demonstrated by our portfolio of environmentally sensitive 
work, including over 20 LEED certified/registered projects and 30 LEED accredited professionals 
on staff. Several of these projects have achieved LEED Gold Certification. Our internal Sustainability 
committee keeps SBLM abreast of the latest developments in green technology, materials, 
and practices while providing a resource for the entire office. All appropriate techniques and 
acknowledged strategies of sustainable architecture—non-toxic construction; the use of durable, 
natural, resource-efficient materials; reliance on the sun for day lighting; thermal and electric power; 
recycling; and the conservation of energy—are part of our design practice. 
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Brooklyn Navy Yard 
Brooklyn, NY

Designed to achieve LEED-Platinum Certification, the design 
proposes several Green features, like white-roof technology, 
light shelves (daylighting), and passive sustainable systems 
integrated into the building design. These elements greatly 
reduce the need for artificial lighting and significantly save on 
overall energy costs.

PS 133K 
Brooklyn, NY

This building features a full size gymnasium, auditorium, 
cafeteria along with art, music and science rooms and 
meets the NYCSCA’s Green School Guidelines. The 
NYCSCA’s Green School Rating System is based on 
the USGBC’s LEED Green Building Rating System, and 
includes enhancements beyond LEED requirements tailored 
specifically in designs for education.



Kohl’s Design Studio 
Multiple Locations

The project integrates the 
company’s friendly and exciting 
design aesthetics and core 
philosophies for a convenient, 
friendly environment, as well as 
supporting their sustainability 
initiative with a LEED Gold 
certification. SBLM’s design 
achieved efficiencies in 
water reduction and energy 
performance, and employed 
reused, recycled, and low-
emitting materials. 

Whole Foods Market 
Multiple Locations

For this client, most of these projects have achieved LEED Gold 
and Silver Certification. Sustainable initiatives include site planning, 
adaptive reuse of buildings, extensive use of reclaimed and recycled 
materials, green focused selective use of sustainable low impact 
materials and furnishings, daylight harvesting and limited water use. 



Miami, FL

11430 North Kendall Drive, Suite 310
Miami, FL 33176
T 305 412 9187
F 305 412 6731

Dallas, TX

16910 Dallas Parkway
Dallas, TX 75248
T 469 554 7770
F 469 554 7775

Dublin, IRL

29 Lower Leeson Street
Dublin 2, Ireland
T 353 1 6612702
F 353 1 6765464

www.sblm.com

New York, NY

545 West 45th Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10036
T 212 995 5600
F 212 675 4228

Long Island, NY

33 Walt Whitman Road, Suite 204
Huntington Station, NY 11746
T 631 683 5588
F 631 683 5591




